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Aliso Canyon Shut down

I have lived in Porter Ranch for 42 1/2 years and have smelled gas over the years. My daughter has suffered 
horrendous nosebleeds over the years that we had to have her nose cauterized several times, surgery and no 
stopping the bleeding she moved away for 10 years and it stopped she returned and it started again. When my 
granddaughter spends the night she gets horrible nosebleeds. I have gotten bronchial asthma over the years and since 
the Blow out we have all had nose bleeds, headaches, stomach aches, fatigue and coughing. I coughed so hard for 
several months I thought I would cough up a lung and could not go anywhere with that cough. We bought our house 
it was Getty Oil fields not a un natural gas storage field with SoCalGas. They have been negligent over the years 
admitting to two leaks per day, not having emergency turn off valves, negligent oil rag fires, etc. The mountain 
because of that big blow out not just reaks of methane and the levels go up and down. This should not be happened 
so close to our homes and schools. I can see the blow out well from my house. WE have earthquakes here and have 
had several big fires. I lived here when Red Adair could not put out that fire that burned for months. It needs to be 
shut down and now. It is not safe and will never be safe it was not meant to be a gas storage. How can they call it 
natural when it was not naturally there? What is more important the people or the money. If they won't get out then 
they should buy us all out at top dollar all the homes! Thank you for hearing me out of course I have more to say but 
I forgot it!
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